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Abstract
This thesis examines and invesTgates the subsTtuTon of the mouse for a more
natural means of human computer interacTon, ranging from manipulaTng WIMP‐based
applicaTons to developing post‐WIMP interfaces and exploring their usefulness. The
WIMP (Window, Icon, Menu, Pointer) interface has been the standard paradigm for the
personal compuTng era. Their use is opTmized for the keyboard and mouse input
device pair, tools that have remained fundamentally stagnant with regard to innovaTon
for decades[1]. Accomplished through the construcTon of a touchscreen with variable
levels of contact detecTon, targeted demo applicaTons not only show the eﬀecTveness
of such an input apparatus but introduce the potenTal for previously unexplored levels
of interacTon.
The use of direct‐contact manipulaTon provides a more natural interacTon than
is achieved by the mouse, avoiding the need to abstract crucial concepts such as
'selecTng', 'dragging', or 'resizing'. The introducTon of vision driven touch‐sensiTvity
allows for the use of physical objects to denote disTnct meanings, providing a means to
create associaTons between physical and digital acTons. Building upon this concept,
gesture support is a logical and pracTcal capability to expect from a 'direct' input
device. As such, it is analyzed and implemented as a core component of the device's
soDware.
Common diﬃculTes with soDware based touch‐screens include device mobility,
device reliability, and poor interface soDware implementaTon. While mobility is not
miTgated within this project, reliability and interface/usability design are principally
addressed. Challenges addressed during the implementaTon of the project primarily
revolved around physical limitaTons and performance restricTons, as the quality of
algorithm necessary is inversely proporTonal to the quality of equipment being used.
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I. IntroducMon
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The uTlity of “Frustrated Total Internal ReﬂecTon” (FTIR) as related to H‐CI was famously
demonstrated by NYU researcher Jeﬀ Han at the 2006 TED Conference, as he demonstrated his
aﬀordable, mulT‐touch capable screen. Similar processes have been used in a number of applicaTons,
ranging from biometrics to roboTcs. Despite great advances in hardware and soDware, the capability
for more natural, powerful human‐computer interacTon exists and goes unused. It is the contenTon of
this paper that the primary deterrent to adopTon is subpar soDware interface implementaTon. With
the development of proper interfaces this technology has the potenTal to surpass the standard
keyboard/mouse combinaTon in nearly every category of usability, from eﬃciency to ease of use.
Throughout the 2007‐2008 academic year, I have constructed and designed a low budget, FTIR‐
driven touchscreen and have wriUen the requisite soDware to provide a plaSorm for soDware to
leverage mulT‐touch development. It is crucial to note that the mulT‐touch nature of the screen is
secondary in import to the base principle of “touch compuTng”. Already inexpensive and in use,
single‐point touchscreen display devices can oﬀer a improvement in usability, their potenTal
constrained by their limited interacTon diﬀerenTaTon and the prevalence of interfaces designed
strictly with tradiTonal keyboard and mouse driven input in mind. A fundamental change in the design
of funcTonality representaTon is required to opTmize an applicaTon for a touch driven device.
Fortunately, the target of this project is the area of laptop and desktop development rather thanthe
mobile phone or PDA, as screen size is not considered a constraint. While it is not necessary to
maintain a “one screen, one window” approach as Apple's iPhone eﬀecTvely presents, simpliﬁcaTon
of opTons is of paramount importance.
It has already been demonstrated that mulT‐touch screens are well suited for extremely
focused, specialty tasks. The objecTves of the current paper are to prove its viability in a tradiTonal
seVng, as well as exploring the improved potenTal through implementaTons of touch‐centric
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applicaTon interfaces. To accomplish the former, gesture recogniTon and basic touchscreen
funcTonality is required. Regarding the laUer, creaTve and straighSorward derivaTons of exisTng
interface concepts must be conceived to act as building blocks for a coherent user experience. Finally,
this screen is verTcally oriented for use much like a typical monitor on a desktop, rather than as a
table with an interacTve surface.
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II. The MulM‐touch Input Device
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The Concept
The hardware apparatus exists to transform the task of collecTng and interpreTng screen
contact data into a binary blob tracking problem. The actual display presentaTon is accomplished via
rear projecTon, using a translucent material aﬃxed to the screen. By uTlizing rows of infrared LEDs
aUached to the periphery of the screen directed inwards toward the center of the glass, any object in
direct contact will reﬂect the infrared light. This light is then processed by the webcam behind the
screen, isolated by an infrared‐pass ﬁlter.

Materials
Component

Material

Notes

Approx. Cost

Screen

(2) Acrylic Panels

24”x24”x0.5” and 24”x24”x0.25” $75

Projector

(1) Sharp XR‐11XC Projector

NaTve 1024x768 ResoluTon

Diﬀuser

(1) Sheet of Tracing Paper
24”x24”
(1) Can of Clear, SaTn Sheen Acrylic
Spray

$10/roll
$5/can

Camera

MicrosoD Lifecam VX‐6000

$45

$450

IR‐pass Filter Rosco Filter Gel

Congo Blue ﬁlter color used

$5

Frame

SoD wood (Pine, Hemlock, etc.)

1”x3” boards
(2x) Frame measures 26”x26”
(1x) Base measures 32”x24”
with 32” used within for
addiTonal support
(1x) Stand measures 24”x24”

$35

Wiring

Standard coated copper wire

2 spools for 6 yards total (red
and black colored)

$6

24 Used, 6 as spare.

$20

Light Source High intensity IR LEDs
Adherents

Screws, Nails, Bolts, and Nuts

Tools

Drill
Hammer
Soldering Iron
Flux
MulTmeter

$15
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The ConstrucJon

(a) Sawing Boards for the Frame

(b) Unreinforced Base with completed Frame

As this is a verTcally oriented screen, it is necessary to design a foundaTon that will not shiD or
move under pressure from objects in contact with it. By following these instrucTons, it is possible to
replicate the device built for this project:

1. Construct the screen frame
First, build two idenTcal rectangular frames to border your acrylic panel on each side. It is
necessary that there be approximately an inch of clearance from the outside edge of the
frame to the edge of the glass itself, as this is where the LEDs will be placed.
2. Treat the outer layer of acrylic with the polyurethane spray, allowing 15 minutes to dry. Once
complete, place the diﬀuser between the two panes of acrylic, maintaining care to avoid
creases in the material.
3. Place the acrylic and diﬀuser combinaTon between each piece of the frame, using nails to ﬁx
the frames together, This has the added beneﬁt of supporTng the heavy acrylic.
For this project, I used one nail every two inches on each side, nearly ﬂush against the
acrylic. This guarantees minimal movement of the glass within the apparatus, and makes
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the frame very sturdy even if you use a weak framing material.
4. Build a stand to support the screen and hold the webcam. This can be as simple as creaTng a
reinforced rectangular arrangement of wood, so long as there is support that can withstand
the force applied during regular use.
It was decided that it would be best to move forward with a variable posiTon support, as
diﬀerent usage scenarios would be more conducive to diﬀerent screen orientaTons. As
such it is ideal to uTlize a dual‐hinged design, the support arm aUached to the top of the
screen frame to rest within carved notches in the base. As for the boUom of the screen
frame, it is necessary to allow for rotaTon but not movement.
5. Carve placements in which the support arm may be seated.
Making deep cuts into the base is important, as it would be disastrous for the screen's
support to slip out from underneath it. The weight of the screen is enough to cause
signiﬁcant damage to any electronics that may be underneath, and the circuitry is likely to
be too delicate to withstand the impact.
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The Circuitry

(a) Circuit for one side of the screen

(b) Illuminated Circuit on Breadboard Through Unﬁltered Camera

(c) Close‐up of thin enclosure where circuits are housed
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The circuits used here are very simple, but numerous. To keep the required current to a
minimum, the LEDs on each side were separated into four groups of three. These groups were wired
in series, connected in parallel to the power source. I recommend having at least 5 spare IR LEDs, as
they are very fragile and it is easy to snap oﬀ their contacts when trying to set and manipulate them
into their small housing. I strongly recommend soldering just one complete (series) circuit together
and evaluaTng the adjustments that will be necessary to ﬁt it into the enclosure.
AdjusTng the contact leads on the LEDs is very diﬃcult to do more than once without causing
them to break, and it is almost guaranteed that you will need to cut some porTon of it to neatly ﬁt
inside the screen frame. Once your measurements are made, duplicate the circuit as best as possible
for the one side. Repeat this process for the other side, as it is not guaranteed that you will have the
same dimensions with which to work. AddiTonally, the nails binding the two sides of the frame around
the screen may be in the way of some of your LEDs if you are not careful with their placement.
Given the extremely conﬁned space these circuits are being placed in, I recommend aUaching
the series circuits to the frames before aUempTng to solder the ends to power and ground. To
accomplish this, the LEDs were connected via a short length of covered wire soldered to each lead,
aUached to the frame by staples (the wood used was soD enough to permit staples to be pushed in
with pliers). In order to provide a convenient source of power and ground, I ran a cable up each side of
the insides of the frames with the plasTc coaTng stripped at key locaTons. The circuits were then
soldered to these openings, compleTng the circuit with minimal frustraTon and diﬃculty. It is
extremely important to remain cognizant of the locaTon of one's ﬁngers during this process, as it is
very easy to lose focus when soldering any one of the 64 connecTons required. As many of these are
done in very Tght spaces it is easy to injure oneself with the soldering iron, so cauTon must be
exercised.
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Once the LED circuits are wired and ﬁxed in place, power the circuit and examine it using a cell
phone camera or other IR sensiTve image capture device. Once it is veriﬁed that all of the LEDs are
illuminated, double‐check the solder joints for stability (under regular device movement/pivoTng) and
ﬁnally enclose the sides. It is important to be aware of the placement of the extruding power and
ground lines, as a soldered connecTon that is broken aDer the device is sealed can be a hassle to
repair. ADer inserTng the bolts into the hinges, the apparatus will be fully constructed. The only issue
remaining is camera placement. As can be seen in the accompanying image, the webcam is aUached
to the rear support of the base, orthogonally oriented with respect to the acrylic. This orthogonality is
not strictly enforced, as calibraTon will yield a homography to remove the resulTng distorTons.
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Preparing the Webcam

Microso= Lifecam VX‐6000

Step 1) Locate the small screw on the back of the device. Remove it and set it aside.
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Step 2) Use a ﬂat‐head screwdriver or any thin, sturdy implement on hand to pry the camera open.
Make sure to do this evenly around the unit, or you risk cracking the plasMc. It is necessary to apply
some force for the device to open.

Step 3) Find the lens apparatus and unscrew it unMl you can safely remove it. It is criMcal to avoid
geOng dust on the (soon to be exposed) photo sensor. If small dark dots appear on your image, it is
likely caused by dust on the sensor.
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Step 4) Find the glass disc on the rear of the lens apparatus with a red hue. This is the infrared ﬁlter,
and is very hard to remove intact. It is not necessary to remove in one piece as it will not be used
again, but one must be wary of scratching the lens underneath.

Step 5) Once the ﬁlter is removed, simply reassemble the camera.
Step 6) Using the IR‐pass ﬁlter, aﬃx a stack of 5 to 10 layers to the outer lens of the camera. This will
only allow infrared light to pass through.
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III. Touchscreen So@ware
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SoDware Flow Diagram
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Development Environment
This soDware was developed using MicrosoD Visual C++ 2005. The touch soDware itself
requires the OpenCV library, while the visualizaTon soDware requires OpenGL and the DevIL image
processing library.

Camera Handling
Capture
Frames are captured from the webcam at its naTve resoluTon. As we are dealing with ﬁltered
infrared light, a single channel image is suﬃcient to preserve all relevant data. As it is typical for the
frame rate of the camera to be limited by the eﬃciency of the blob idenTﬁcaTon algorithms,
signiﬁcant increases in performance can be obtained by scaling the incoming image by a factor of one
half or one quarter. This was not implemented in this parTcular paper, as precision was deemed more
important than rapid sampling.

CalibraMon
Camera calibraTon is crucial to the usability of the device. This project accomplished
calibraTon by uTlizing an opTonal 8‐point touch exercise on launch, and calculaTng a homography
based on the idenTﬁed blob locaTons and on‐screen coordinates of the target areas. The applicaTon
saves the homography to its local folder unTl the next calibraTon is run. This provides a more user
friendly experience, as it quickly becomes tedious to calibrate each Tme the applicaTon is launched.
This step uTlizes its own rouTne for idenTfying blobs, as precision is of paramount importance.
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Image ManipulaJon

(a) Background Subtracted, Noisy Image

(b) Gaussian Blur, sigma = 3

(c) Gaussian Blur of (b), sigma = 5

(d) Diﬀerence of (b) and (c)

Background SubtracMon
Removing the background from the image allows for an easy soluTon to issues arising from
construcTon of the device. Light leakage is a common problem, as the LEDs will typically project 15
degrees from their Tp in all direcTons. In this project, the LEDs were ﬂush to the acrylic to maximize
the incoming light for the screen itself. Incidental detecTon of light from the projecTon device is also
an issue, as the projector bulb will cast intense infrared light over a small circular region which will be
reﬂected back into the camera via the diﬀusion material. Background subtracTon is not a complete
soluTon to this problem, as screen Tlt arises from normal usage, transforming the region verTcally in
the ﬁxed camera's view. Finally, the polyurethane coaTng placed on the acrylic enhances the specular
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property of materials in contact with the screen. This causes debris to reﬂect enough light to generate
false posiTves.

Diﬀerence of Gaussian Blurs
To improve the detecTon of simple touch incidents, a technique must be employed to isolate
peaks of intensity. By blurring the incoming camera image with a small gaussian kernel, the smoothed
image gives a planar representaTon of the screen surface. Smooth peaks are especially helpful in that
they disperse unintended reﬂecTon, an example being a part of the user's hand in close proximity to
the screen surface. By blurring this smoothed image by a slightly larger gaussian kernel and
consequently subtracTng the two, only the peaks will remain. All other components will be eliminated
by blurring the more intense peak to the weaker areas within the radius of the touch region.
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Blob DetecJon

Analyzed Blobs, red designaMng most intense areas, green represenMng the centroid.

Candidate DetecMon
When given the processed image, the blob detecTon module performs a sequenTal pixel
comparison to ﬁnd edges of potenTal intenTonal contact points. Upon detecTon of a non‐zero value,
the algorithm begins a radial expansion about the coordinate. Each subsequent non‐zero value has its
coordinates added to a list as the expansion progresses, stopping only if a zero or value with a delta of
greater than a constant ∂ = |current coordinate value – previous coordinatevalue|. As coordinates are
evaluated, they are zeroed out to prevent overlapping points and inﬁnite recursion. Upon return from
the expansion funcTon, the centroid is calculated along with the mean intensity. Blobs found with
radii outside the speciﬁed acceptable range are discarded.

Epsilon‐neighborhood Point IsolaMon
Once a list of all candidate points are computed and ﬁltered, they are further pared down
through a process of small neighborhood eliminaTon. If two centroids are found to be within a
predetermined constant distance, that with a weaker mean intensity is discarded. This neighborhood
is opTmally set to be a small region. The value used for this constant is primarily aﬀected by the delta
used in the expansion funcTon.
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Track DetecJon

(a) Example BiparMte Graph for Point/Track Matching

Point Scoring Methodology
The most important component of the track detecTon algorithm is the point scoring funcTon.
When provided a point and a track to analyze, the value returned signiﬁes the inverse conﬁdence
raTng regarding the point as an extension of the speciﬁed track. Invalid points, those failing to pass
basic ﬁltering tests, are given a score of ‐1. As such, the point with the smallest posiTve value for a
given track is likely to be the best match. There are two such ﬁlters, measuring the point's adherence
to absolute and relaTve bounds.
The ﬁrst ﬁlter is a simple distance ﬁlter. Should a new point lie outside a circle of radius R
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centered at the track's last registered point, the scoring funcTon will reject it as an invalid
combinaTon. The second ﬁlter performs velocity comparisons, restricTng acceleraTon and
deceleraTon to a certain posiTve percentage range. This velocity measurement occurs independent of
frame rate, but rather is paced via elapsed Tme as calculated by the diﬀerence in clock cycles at the
Tme of sampling. This is accurate to approximately 1/1000th of a second. Considering an opTmal
frame rate of 30 frames per second, or 0.033 seconds per frame, this provides an acceptable margin of
error with which to reliably work.
Once invalid points are discarded, a true score is given based on the probability that the next
point in the current track will occur near or at the actual region. An expected posiTon is calculated
given the history of the track. The squared distance of the potenTal point from the expected point is
then calculated, and returned as the inverse conﬁdence raTng. If a prospecTve point's intensity falls
beneath a certain threshold, its score is doubled as it is not necessarily deliberate and thus not
considered conﬁdent.

ExhausMve Combinatorial EvaluaMon
Perhaps the most expensive operaTon in the tracking module is the evaluaTon of potenTal
combinaTons of tracks and new points. All possible combinaTons of points and tracks are evaluated,
each sequence having a total sum 'cost'. Points that are assigned to new track posiTons carry a
penalty score determined by the maximum distance restricTon ﬁlter. Any combinaTon involving an
impossible point and track combinaTon, one returning a score of ‐1 at any point, is immediately
discarded. Of those sequences that pass all ﬁlters, the lowest scoring sequence is uTlized for track
data.
This approach transforms the tracking problem to a weighted biparTte graph. The lowest
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weighted soluTon connecTng all points and tracks (deﬁning the creaTon of a new track to be a match
between a point and the “null” track) is then passed on to the track creaTon and manipulaTon
module. This data is uTlized to make the proper connecTons between the tracks and points, using
null‐matched points as heads of new tracks. To solve the issue of unintenTonal contact and point
registraTon, new points failing to have mean intensity saTsfying the conﬁdence threshold paired with
the “null” track are discarded, as opposed to being idenTﬁed as new tracks.
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Gesture RecogniJon

(a) Sample Gesture Script

(b) Gesture Analyzed Time‐lapse Input
(Red=Bounding Box, Purple=Track Start,
Blue=Track End, Green=Center of Circular
PaNern)

Gesture Expression Vocabulary
The language used to express gestures is composed of linear and circular components. The
gesture author may reﬁne these expressions by seVng a variety of parameters. Linear deﬁniTons
require approximate length, slope, and coordinates mapped in relaTon to the top‐leD corner of the
gesture bounding box. Circular components require approximate radii in addiTon to the relaTve
posiTon data. Speciﬁc theta requirements may also be imposed, providing the ability for parTal circles.
While these simple deﬁniTons oﬀer substanTal variance in execuTon, they can easily be modiﬁed to
suit signiﬁcantly more demanding precision.

AcMon DeﬁniMon
AcTons are deﬁned through the gesture document, manifesTng in the form of either an
executable to run, a combinaTon of key presses to emulate, or mouse clicks to simulate. MulTple
acTons can be chained in succession per gesture, allowing for very deep acTons. One consequence of
this funcTonality is the ability to launch an applicaTon, manipulate menus within it, and enter data.
AcTons are only executed once a gesture's requirements are fully met. The addiTon of new classes of
acTon is trivial.
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Gesture ArMculaMon
Gestures are deﬁned through a simple plaintext ﬁle format. XML may make for a more user‐friendly
format, but its verbosity limited its uTlity for the project at hand. The following syntax is uTlized:
Start
G <Gesture Name>
<Constraints>
<AcTons>
End

Gesture DeﬁniMon
The 'start' keyword signiﬁes the beginning of a gesture deﬁniTon, while the 'end' keyword closes the
entry. It is typical, but not required, to place the prerequisites for execuTon at the start of the
deﬁniTon. The order of requirements is not considered during evaluaTon, but the order of acTons
dictates the order of execuTon.

Circular Components
The syntax for a circular track requirement is C <X> <Y> <RADIUS IN PIXELS>. All values must be
integers, the C being the gesture keyword to idenTfy the line as a circular track requirement deﬁniTon.

Linear Requirement
The syntax for a linear track requirement is L <X> <Y> <LENGTH IN PIXELS> <SLOPE>. As with the
circular syntax, all values must be integers save for the slope parameter.
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AcTon Requirement
It is possible to run an applicaTon, simulate a mouse event, or emulate keyboard input with a gesture
acTon.

AcTon Type

IdenTﬁer Arguments

Example

Execute
ApplicaTon

E

(String) Path to ﬁle

E C:\myApp.exe

Mouse
EmulaTon

M

1 – BuUon Down
2 – BuUon Up

M1

Keyboard
EmulaTon

K

Comma delineated list of virtual
keyboard codes

K 113,122,100,32
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IV. Departures From TradiMonal H‐CI:
The AdopMon Problem
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NYU Researcher Jeﬀerson Han ﬁrst presented his applicaTon of frustrated total internal
reﬂecTon to mulT‐touch detecTon in 2005 [2]. Featured at TED, his paper and subsequent
presentaTon vaulted mulT‐touch into the public eye. It can certainly be argued that the plethora of
available graphical demos provide for an entertaining demonstraTon, yet as a consequence the
common case has been woefully underdeveloped. Specialty applicaTons are clear beneﬁciaries of this
technology, yet the touchscreen is not readily replacing the keyboard and mouse for standarduse
cases. Touch technology exists in a variety of manifestaTons, from “blind” touch pads and media
player controls to touchscreen monitors. As the technology becomes cheaper and less delicate, it will
become widely recognized as a more logical and intuiTve interacTon methodology. The introducTon
of touch‐centric interfaces will provide numerous addiTonal beneﬁts, including cleaner interfaces,
more eﬃcient window management, and the advent of a less restricTve virtualizaTon of physical
world concepts in soDware applicaTons.
Touch has necessarily failed to replace the current standard as WIMP interfaces do not
translate well to touch‐centric input devices. This can largely be aUributed to the cluUer tolerance
aﬀorded by the abstracTon of the pointer from direct contact to a device represented on‐screen. By
uTlizing clusters of small icons and thus demanding precise interacTons, the interfaces typical of
today's applicaTons exhibit a steeper learning curve. Dividing these panels into separate dialogs
parTally alleviates the propensity for confusion, yet sTll introduces the same issues. By opTmizing an
interface for touch interacTon, simpliﬁcaTon of opTons and clear presentaTon are necessary. The
uTlizaTon of touch aﬀords many more methods of interacTon than the standard click combinaTon or
drag. The object recogniTon potenTal inherently available by FTIR‐based touch detecTon allows for
physical objects to represent toolbars, dialog window acTvaTons, or other common interface
component acTons. This concept can be extended beyond individual applicaTon interacTons, as the
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blurring of the physical/digital divide allows for novel methods of desktop management as well.
AcTon diﬀerenTaTon is vastly improved with a mulT‐touch capable device. Window
management is a clear beneﬁciary of this eﬀortless diﬀerenTaTon. By introducing pressure or contact
point quanTty as metrics, it is no longer a requirement that speciﬁc areas of windows be reserved for
parTcular funcTons. The most obvious limitaTon of current window management is the window Ttle
bar's designaTon as a handle to control relocaTon. It is no longer necessary to create such
accommodaTons, as an acTon akin to dragging three ﬁngers from within the window's frame is quite
disTnct from any kind of intuiTve click emulaTon. This logic can be extended to handle the majority of
such accommodaTons, including the 'resize' handle, minimizaTon and maximizaTon buUons, and even
program terminaTon. Gesture recogniTon further extends the uTlity of mulT‐touch capability. Aside
from a casual replacement for keyboard shortcuts, one avoids the necessary context switch between
keyboard and mouse when uTlizing any kind of 'sTcky' acTon (e.g. choosing a paintbrush tool, opening
a selecTon dialog, etc.). This subsTtuTon avoids the inevitable reducTon in producTvity experienced
during any context switch between input devices.
Exploring the opportuniTes aﬀorded by these concepts, it is evident that the abstracTon of
physical concepts into a digital environment is not only feasible but vital to the success of mulT‐touch
adopTon. The outdated standard of the ﬁxed‐resoluTon desktop has been parTally reinvigorated by
the concept of 'mulTple desktops', yet modern implementaTons lack the ﬂuidity to appeal to the
common user. Given the capability to intuiTvely navigate over a ﬁxed planar surface with simple hand
gestures, mulT‐touch provides the opTmal interface layer for implemenTng inﬁnite resoluTon,
conTnuous workspaces. With the ability to perform translaTons along the x‐, y‐, and z‐axes using
simple hand movements, a large‐scale geography can be introduced to the desktop environment to
simultaneously allow for greater collaboraTon and beUer organizaTon.
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It is clear that the most substanTal obstacle to mulT‐touch adopTon in mainstream compuTng
is that interfaces have been designed strictly for keyboard and mouse driven interacTon. Taking care
to design for a touch‐driven device not only presents a more lucid and eﬃcient experience, but also
allows for great advancements in collaboraTve processes. Deﬁning physical objects to have digital
acTons expands the repertoire of the interface designer in addiTon to dissipaTng the density of
funcTonality that typically plagues complicated interfaces. While gestures may be implemented for
use with the mouse, they are not as eﬀecTve as those of a mulT‐touch screen for lack of both a
unique method of disTncTon from normal movement and range of moTons or paUerns available.
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V. Related Work
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MulT‐touch surfaces have been implemented by many, from major corporaTons (MicrosoD,
Mitsubishi, PercepTve Pixel, etc.) to hobbyist developers. As the cost of the required technology
decreases, more innovaTon will necessarily occur in this space. William Packer of the MIT Architecture
Machine Group explored this concept in the 1970's, developing a design very similar to those followed
today [3]. Other inventors in this space include Mitsubishi, creators of the DiamondTouch table. This
collaboraTve device operates diﬀerently from FTIR‐based devices, accomplishing touch detecTon via
antennas capaciTvely linked to users via their chairs. The DiamondTouch table is also front‐projected,
as opposed to most common mulT‐touch implementaTons which happen to be rear‐projected [4].
MicrosoD has released its own entry into the FTIR‐based mulT‐touch ﬁeld, termed the Surface. This
collaboraTve table diﬀers from Mitsubishi's oﬀering in many ways, most notably the camera‐driven
touch detecTon. UTlizing ﬁve cameras underneath the screen surface, the surface oﬀers precise
posiTon determinaTon as well as object recogniTon capabiliTes [5]. GestureTek's Illuminate resembles
the surface aestheTcally and funcTonally, having installaTons throughout the world including such
locaTons as Melbourne's Eureka Tower and New York's Time Warner building [6]. A purely
entertainment‐centric implementaTon exists in the form of the Philips Entertaible, oﬀering advanced
object tracking combined with mulT‐touch detecTon for use with the mulTtude of compaTble games.
[7] Other uses for this technology have been explored via the ReacTable, a mulT‐touch enabled
musical interface. The surface of the ReacTable responds to various physical objects, reacTng to their
posiToning and rotaTon to produce “complex and dynamic sonic topologies” [8].
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Microso@ Surface [5]

GestureTek Illuminate[6]

Philips Entertaible [7]

ReacTable [8]
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VI. Next Steps
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Future work to be explored with this project resides in the realms of advanced gesturing, infinite
resolution desktop environments, algorithm optimization, and deriving physical representations for
digital actions.

Advanced Gestures
In order to avoid the need for the creation of a complicated scripting language for action
definition, most complex gestures can be implemented via standalone executable files. These can then
in turn be activated by a “run application” action from within the touch detection/analysis application.

Infinite Resolution Desktop Environments
The rigidly defined notion of a rendered window has steadily been redacted, with the
introduction of graphically advanced window management software. One particularly relevant example
is that of Beryl. Already merging 3D geographic manipulation with window management, it is a short
leap to implement an infinitely large plane to contain application windows. The largest problem with
such a concept is dealing with the infinitude of space, preventing lost windows. This issue can be
mitigated via the introduction of bookmarks, bringing the frame to specified coordinates at a
predetermined level of zoom. Additionally, the use of a geographically suggestive background may
alleviate confusion. By providing users familiar representations of already-familiar geographies, an
example being the solar system, it will be easier to determine window placement as well as locationfunction association (e.g., software development applications at location x, office productivity
applications at location y, etc.)
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Algorithm Optimization
As the current implementation works at frame rates in the range of 8 – 12 frames per second,
the operating speed is far from the desired 30 frames per second. This is likely due to both the intense
image processing required each frame and the webcam used.

Bridging the Physical/Digital Divide
The ability to perform silhouette recognition allows for previously unexamined interactions.
Implementing an algorithm such as SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) to detect and recognize
objects in close proximity to the screen surface will enable physical objects to trigger actions within the
touch detection/analysis software. One particular manifestation of the utility of such functionality lies
in representing applications as blocks or other desktop-sized object. By placing a block against the
screen for a short period of time, the touch software would analyze the object and launch the associated
program, centering the application window at the location of the block. The orthogonality of the screen
to the table surface limits the ability to adhere objects, carrying the advantage of preventing the user
and software developers from unnecessarily cluttering the screen with physical objects.
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